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Abstract—The Augmented Reality (AR) technology enhances
the human perception of the world by combining the real environment with the virtual space. With the explosive growth of
powerful, less expensive mobile devices, and the emergence of
sophisticated communication infrastructure, Mobile Augmented
Reality (MAR) applications are gaining increased popularity.
MAR allows users to run AR applications on mobile devices with
greater mobility and at a lower cost. The emerging 5G communication technologies act as critical enablers for future MAR
applications to achieve ultra-low latency and extremely high
data rates while Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) brings
enhanced computational power closer to the users to complement MAR. This paper extensively discusses the landscape of
MAR through the past and its future prospects with respect to
the 5G systems and complementary technology MEC. The paper
especially provides an informative analysis of the network formation of current and future MAR systems in terms of cloud, edge,
localized, and hybrid architectural options. The paper discusses
key application areas for MAR and their future with the advent of
5G technologies. The paper also discusses the requirements and
limitations of MAR technical aspects such as communication,
mobility management, energy management, service offloading
and migration, security, and privacy and analyzes the role of
5G technologies.
Index Terms—5G, multi-access edge computing (MEC), cloud,
mobile augmented reality (MAR), augmented reality (AR),
network architecture.

I. I NTRODUCTION
UGMENTED Reality (AR) technology provides an
enhanced perception of the real-world objects, by including additional information over the user’s actual view. In
general, an AR system projects computer-generated augmentations on top of real objects, combining real and virtual objects
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Fig. 1.

Miligram and Kishino’s Reality-Vituality Continuum [4].

to function synchronously [1]. The combination enables real
and virtual objects to act with synchronicity and provide
a proper depth of perception for the user. Besides providing visual augmentations, specific AR devices support voice
inputs, audio outputs and haptic feedback to make the applications more sophisticated and informative. Thus, AR provides
users with additional information on their surrounding environment by analysing the environment, deriving essential details
from the scene, and augmenting it with additional knowledge
provided from databases [2]. Generally, an AR system has the
following three properties [3]
• Combines real and virtual objects in a real environment;
• Runs interactively, and in real time; and
• Registers (aligns) real and virtual objects with each other.
Mobile Augmented Reality (MAR) applications are AR
applications that run on mobile devices and enable users to
obtain the service via the mobile device interfaces.
It is essential to understand the distinction between AR and
Virtual Reality (VR) and their placement in the continuum
of real to virtual environment defined in [4]. AR is the part
of Mixed Reality (MR) where the surrounding environment
is real, and that real environment is enriched with augmentations. Conversely, in both augmented virtuality and virtual
environment/VR, the surrounding is virtual. Figure 1 presents
the real to virtual continuum.
In general, a MAR application has inputs, processing functions and produces outputs [5] as depicted in Figure 2.
• Inputs: Includes various sensors of the device or any other
companion device.
• Processing: The collection of functions that generates the
output to be displayed on the mobile device’s screen.
• Outputs: The action of augmenting, which projects
the virtual content on the present view of the real
environment.
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TABLE I
S UMMARY OF I MPORTANT ACRONYMS

Fig. 2.

Components of a Generic AR System.

Different types of input devices are cameras, microphones,
gyroscopes, GPS or any other companion devices including
wearable devices which consist of multiple inbuilt sensors [5]
such as touch inputs [6].
The AR device itself may process the input stream or hand
it over to a separate entity such as a cloud server, MEC server
or a fog server.
Different AR architectures exist based on the deployment of
the processing function. Several processing techniques called
tracking, rendering, interaction, calibration and registration
contribute for a useful AR experience. Tracking determines
the current pose information to enable the alignment of virtual
content on the physical objects. Tracking techniques are categorized into sensor-based, vision-based and hybrid tracking
techniques [7]. Sensor-based tracking systems rely on optical, acoustic, mechanical and magnetic sensors [8], whereas
vision-based tracking systems use camera feed and image processing techniques to determine the current pose relative to the
real world objects [9]. Vision-based tracking is further divided
into marker-based [10] and markerless [11] (also called as
natural feature tracking) where a “marker” is an image or
view of a real-world object that provides a unique pattern.
“Markers” can be captured by an AR camera and recognized
by AR software [12]. Intuitively, hybrid tracking systems combine several sensing technologies to make the tracking process
more robust such as the tracking system based on GPS, inertial and computer vision sensing [13]. Rendering technique
specifies the digital content to trigger when something is recognized. Upon recognizing a particular object, the rendering
function generates the relevant content for the display output.
Rendering is becoming a computationally-intensive process
because of the requirements of present real-time AR applications. Therefore, it is preferable to offload rendering to
powerful computing platforms such as the cloud. Calibration
and registration techniques precisely align the real-world view
with the virtual objects when the user view is fixed, and
interaction techniques specify how the user can manipulate
AR virtual content [7]. Interaction uses various interfaces such
as acoustic, tangible and text-based to interact with virtual
objects [14].
AR displays present visual output to the user. The main
types of AR display technologies are see-through HeadMounted Displays (HMD), projection-based displays [15],
[16], and handheld displays [17]. See-through HMDs are
further divided into two categories called Optical SeeThrough (OST) which allows the users to see the real world
using their natural eyes with overlaid graphics [18], and Video

See-Through (VST) where user can see a video view of the
real world with overlaid graphics [19]. In addition to the visual
output, audio output and haptic feedback [20] are also possible
with specific AR devices.
A. Recent Advancements of AR Towards MAR
Even though the concept of AR has been there for over two
decades, recent technological advancements have transformed
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TABLE II
K EY C HARACTERISTICS C OMPARISON OF AR AND MAR

Fig. 3.

the concept into a reality that aids users in their regular
lives. Those technologies include computing hardware and
software, wireless communications and networking, displays,
and wearable devices [21]. Recently, AR became popular
in numerous application areas, including industry, healthcare,
entertainment, and education and training [22]. Expanding AR
capabilities to mobile devices such as general mobile phones
and wearable devices realizes further benefits from the technology [23]–[26]. The navigational capabilities and the situational
awareness of mobile devices, enrich the features of MAR
applications to serve the user in a sophisticated manner. MAR
is part of the AR that users can take with them wherever they
go, and the distinction of MAR against the portable AR is
that MAR allows users to conveniently access the services
using mobile devices anytime anywhere [27]. Existing literature discusses the characteristics of AR and MAR and the
fundamental properties that distinguish MAR from AR as
summarized in Table II and illustrated in Figure 3. Google
Glass [28], which was first commercially available in 2014,
was one such product that demonstrated the enhanced user
experience envisioned in the future [29], [30]. Since then,
the technology has been evolving and available to widespread
of users in the mobile phones via many applications such as
Pokemon Go [31], Google Lens [32], and in recent wearable
devices such as Microsoft HoloLens [33].
Limited battery life and processing power of devices impose
constraints on the realization of MAR, as AR technology
emerges into mobile devices. Offloading the computationally
intensive process to remote servers such as cloud [38]–[41]
provides a viable countermeasure. Remote offloading adds

Augmented Reality vs. Mobile Augmented Reality.

transport delay, which is not tolerable by ultra-low latency
AR applications. Multi-access Edge Computing (MEC) brings
the computations closer to the end devices, minimizing the
latency of cloud offloading and facilitating the latency-critical
applications [42]–[45]. Mobile edge computing offers the processing capabilities at the nearest base stations, provides a
promising approach to offload MAR computations via the
radio network [46]. The envisioned future of MAR puts strict
requirements on wireless connectivity, which can be realizable
via sophisticated communication systems like 5G systems.
B. Paper Motivation
The technology related to AR was primarily discussed
decades ago, and the first sort of AR device was built in
1968 [47]. The technology was properly named “Augmented
Reality” in 1990 [48]. However, AR has been widely recognized as a research field since 1997. A survey published
in 1997, defined the field, explained the problems and summarized the developments [49]. Since then, multiple surveys
on AR focused on various aspects such as applications of
AR and the limitations regarding human factors [22], tracking, interaction, display, rendering, calibration and registration
research during 1997 - 2008 [7], the impact of different
mobile and wireless technologies [21]. After 2010, the surveys
focused on problems and difficulties encountered during building AR applications [50], potential or current uses of MAR
applications [51], challenges in AR [14], current technologies,
future trends and main application domains [52], issues related
to the development of technologies and applications [53].
A survey on MAR [5] in 2017 presented details on more
recent applications fields, core components of a MAR system,
advances in tracking and registration, network connectivity and
its importance to performance, and the present challenging
problems. This survey is the only survey to briefly discuss
how future 5G systems will help to build more sophisticated
AR applications. The summary of the information contained
in previous surveys is shown in Table III.
MAR technology will revolutionize the way information is
presented to people in the future [54]. With the advancement
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TABLE III
S UMMARY OF AVAILABLE AR S URVEYS

of wireless communication technologies with future 5G
systems [55], the network level limitations will be diminished,
enabling practical MAR systems. Moreover, the business
potential of MAR has been widely recognized. The latest
report published by Market Research Future Reports (MRFR)
on the augmented reality and virtual reality has mentioned that the market is estimated to reach USD 766
billion by 2025, registering a Compound Annual Revenue
Growth (CAGR) of 73.3% during the forecast period of 2018
to 2025 [56]. The wide adoption will ensure the availability of MAR systems to the general public at an affordable
cost.
The most recent comprehensive survey on AR is conducted in 2017. Except for recent surveys, the past surveys
rarely focus on the communication aspects of AR. While the
increased penetration of wireless communication technologies
persuades the public adoption of MAR, sophisticated future
applications will demand diverse and strict requirements. Due
to the limited inbuilt processing capabilities of wearable MAR,
data processing and transmission will undergo drastic changes.
In this context, a comprehensive analysis of the communication aspects of MAR should be conducted, addressing the
gaps of the knowledge built by past surveys. Serving a set
of use cases having versatile requirements using a uniform
network architecture is not practical. Multiple MAR network
architectures will be used in the future based on diverse
application and user requirements. Various technical aspects
will play essential roles in realizing these future applications.
Therefore, we believe that a thorough study must be conducted

considering the MAR applications, network architectures and
technical aspects before attempting the real implementations.
C. Contributions of the Paper
The future MAR systems will exhibit substantially different
characteristics compared to present MAR devices, especially
with the advent of 5G systems and edge computing. These
systems expected to utilize the networked intelligence to provide far better experience instead of operating as a collection
of standalone MAR devices. Availability of comprehensive
knowledge on future MAR landscape is a must before the real
implementations. To the best of our knowledge, no existing
survey discusses the advancement of MAR relating to the key
5G deliverables. The main objective of this study is to produce
a comprehensive knowledge of the coexistence MAR applications, 5G technologies and MEC systems. The survey outlines
the future network architectures for MAR, presents and analyzes the properties of key application areas and technical
aspects, highlighting the significance of 5G and MEC.
The contributions of the paper are listed below:
• Present the Landscape of MAR: A comprehensive study
on the evolution of AR systems into MAR systems,
the state-of-the-art literature, and the future potential of
MAR.
• Discuss Architectural Options for Future MAR Systems:
Present knowledge on potential architecture options such
as cloud based, edge based, localized and hybrid to realize
application requirements, along with their advantages and
disadvantages.
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Outline of the Paper.

•

Discuss the Importance of 5G for Future MAR: Discuss
MAR in pre-5G era, the envisaged future, and how the
advancement from 4G to 5G facilitates future MAR.
Present key 5G features, such as mmWaves, small cells,
beamforming, massive MIMO and complementary technology MEC, to realize MAR with 5G.
• Discuss key Application Areas for MAR: Present the
application areas for MAR and the current implementations. Discuss the future of the applications and how
5G will facilitate in realizing the future use cases under
the application areas.
• Identify and Discuss Technical Aspects of 5G MAR
Systems: Discuss different technical aspects relevant to
future MAR systems, their significance, requirements,
limitations and role of 5G under each technical aspect.
• Present Lessons Learned and Future Research
Directions: Based on the findings, highlight the
lessons learned, current research problems, preliminary
solutions to address these problems and possible research
directions for future 5G MAR systems.

D. Paper Organization
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section II describes the architecture options for the MAR
systems based on MAR client and server deployments. These

include cloud based, edge based, localized and hybrid architectures. Section III discusses the MAR in pre-5G era, envisioned
future MAR landscape, the novel technologies introduced
by 5G and how future MAR benefits from 5G and MEC.
Section IV explains the different application areas and use
cases of MAR systems including Industry 4.0, healthcare,
travel and tourism, smart city and smart home, automotive,
and aviation and aerospace. It also elaborates how the future
of each application area will be shaped by 5G and MEC.
Section V describes technical aspects related to MAR system
including communication, mobility management, energy management, service offloading, service migration, security and
privacy. The discussion further considers the role of 5G technologies under each technical aspect. Section VI presents
the lessons learned, current research problems, preliminary
solutions and future research directions. Finally, Section VII
concludes the paper. The outline of the paper is depicted in
Figure 4. Definitions of frequently used acronyms are provided
in Table I.
II. A RCHITECTURE O PTIONS FOR M OBILE
AUGMENTED R EALITY
This section presents potential network architectural options
of existing and future MAR systems. Stringent requirements
of the present and emerging MAR applications and the
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Cloud based System Architecture for a MAR System.

improvements of different technologies together enable these
architecture options including cloud based, edge based, localized and hybrid. The categorization is based on the location
where the core AR processing functionality is placed. Different
architectures were derived based on whether the AR function
is hosted at a cloud server, edge server, local server, within
the client AR device or in a mix of above to fit the application requirements. This section also summarizes the related
work under each architecture and compares the advantages and
disadvantages of each architecture.
A. Cloud Based Architecture
In the cloud based architecture, the MAR system operates
in a client-server model. MAR devices which execute the
terminal applications are called clients. AR server is located
in the cloud and accessible from anywhere via the Internet.
The devices capture the images, carry out minimal mandatory processing, transfer the images to the server and display
the augmentations received from the server. Cloud AR server
performs more computationally intensive tasks of image processing [57]. The generic cloud based system architecture is
illustrated in Figure 5.
A MAR system that identifies books via the captured
images [58] has a cloud based implementation. Once the
user directs the device camera to a known identifier in the
book cover, the application provides further details about the
book on the screen. As the application is not latency critical,
cloud offloading is a viable option. Other cloud based MAR
applications include indoor and outdoor navigation [59], collaborative urban design, multi-user interactive motion learning
systems [60], city sightseeing [61], medical training [62] and
AR enhanced education for students having special needs [63].
Certain cloud based MAR applications utilize complex algorithms to reduce the data transfer towards the cloud, aiming
to minimize the latency [64]. Moreover, certain other cloud
based MAR systems perform most of the operations locally
to achieve low latency [65] and offload the images to the cloud
only when necessary. The purpose of the cloud offload is to
calibrate its internal localization results; hence this system has
minimal offloading overhead.
1) Advantages of Cloud Based Architecture: A client server
MAR system usually offloads the processing to the server since
it has high computational resources. MAR devices perform
only mandatory pre-processing tasks such as image compression/coding. Therefore, these devices are called as “thin
clients” [66]. Other than achieving a longer battery life for the

Fig. 6.
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MAR devices, offloading devices can be made lightweight to
be easily handled or worn by the users. Due to the minimal
processing at the device level, the administration of the system
is easy. For example, upgrading the core image processing
software is much easy to perform in the server, rather than
upgrading all the terminal devices. Like software upgrades,
core AR software troubleshooting is easy to apply in the cloud,
rather than fixing each device.
2) Disadvantages of Cloud Based Architecture: The main
disadvantage is the increased communication latency. The
radio delay of the wireless system and the delay of the
backhaul links are aggregated to form the one-way End-toEnd (E2E) latency of the MAR system. A cloud based MAR
system has a single point of failure, i.e., if the cloud AR server
fails, the entire system fails. The cloud based MAR architecture heavily depends on the condition of the infrastructure,
therefore shows high jitter. During network congestion, the
E2E latency increases and fails to satisfy the application service level requirements. A failure of any infrastructure link
may also affect the performance of the system. Security and
privacy threats are also higher because the data is transferred
outside the client locations, usually via public networks. The
sensitive information is more vulnerable to attacks than in a
standalone system.
B. Edge Based Architecture
Certain MAR use cases require ultra-low latency which the
cloud based architecture does not guarantee. Edge computing
is the most suitable computing paradigm [67] to serve those
use cases. Edge based architecture also operates as a clientserver model where the AR server is hosted at the network
edge. Terminal MAR devices perform the same minimal functionality as in the cloud based architecture. AR server executes
the computationally intensive tasks such as pre-processing, AR
tracking and rendering the augmentations. The generic edge
based architecture for an AR system is depicted in Figure 6.
The purpose of the Internet connectivity is to facilitate actions
such as upgrading device software but does not involve in
core AR processing which requires ultra-low latency. Similar
to cloud based architecture, lightweight and energy efficient
MAR devices can be used with edge based architecture due to
computational offloading. However, edge based architecture is
more suitable to serve latency critical applications.
An edge based architecture for driver assisting AR
system [68] comprises three layers called device layer, access
network layer and core network layer. The device layer consists of AR clients, and the edge servers are located in both
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Fig. 7. Localized System Architecture for a MAR System using a Dedicated
AR Server.

the access network and core network levels. The edge servers
at the access network level serve the latency sensitive applications. The edge servers at the core network provide a large
scale of services. The optional cloud is used as a data backup
and does not actively involve in any AR communications. Edge
servers allow caching of popular content in addition to data
processing, enabling dynamic adaptability of AR/VR applications [69]. A latency minimization resource allocation for a
multi-user AR system [70] proposes a MEC based data sharing
model for AR task processing to achieve minimized latency.
Vehicular AR networks are also benefited by edge based AR
architectures [71], as they require ultra-low latency.
1) Advantages of Edge Based Architecture: Reduced E2E
latency is the main advantage compared to cloud based architecture due to the proximity of edge servers. The AR function
depends less on the infrastructure links than the cloud based
architecture as the server is deployed at the edge. Edge servers
ensure more reliable communication than cloud based architecture. Content caching is possible because of the localized
nature of the information. Content caching reduces the E2E
latency and congestion in the infrastructure network beyond
the edge server. The user data does not transfer over a public
network, ensuring more secure communication. Lightweight
and energy efficient MAR devices such as wearables can
be supported with edge based architecture as it supports
computational offloading.
2) Disadvantages of Edge Based Architecture: Single point
of failure is a drawback since a failure of edge AR server
affects the entire system. Edge based architecture needs distributed server resources in geographically distributed use
cases. An example would be two distant branch locations of a
factory which uses the same AR functionality. In a cloud based
architecture, the same requirement could be served from a
centralized cloud server, but the edge based architecture preferably needs two servers at respective network edges. In such
cases, the deployment of the MAR system is time consuming and costly. The higher operational overhead compared to
cloud based architecture is also a drawback. Activities such
as server upgrades are centralized in cloud based architecture,
while edge based architecture requires more effort to perform
upgrades.
C. Localized Architecture
The paper presents two options for localized architecture.
The first option deploys the AR server very close to the MAR
devices as depicted in Figure 7, preferably in the same locality

Fig. 8. Localized System Architecture for a MAR System using only MAR
Devices.

with the MAR devices. The MAR devices and the AR server
are connected to the nearest base station. The connectivity is
likely be established via wireless links. The server executes the
computationally intensive tasks while MAR devices perform
a limited set of mandatory processing.
Alternatively, the AR server can be eliminated, as depicted
in Figure 8. In this case, the MAR device performs the series of
processing functions including image capturing, perform AR
tracking, render augmented image and display it on its screen.
Here, MAR device acts as a standalone system, as the device
itself handles all the processing required by the application.
The Internet is required for management, backup and software
upgrades.
Handheld device based AR applications are used in sports,
games and edutainment, cultural heritage, medicine, education
and training, marketing/advertising [51] and indoor navigation [72]. The evolution of modern general mobile devices
facilitates the development of sophisticated AR applications
addressing the past limitations [73]. An android based MAR
application that supports interior decoration [74], uses the
inbuilt sensors of a smartphone to perform entire AR processing. The device based MAR has limitations in processing
power and battery life, which can be addressed by adopting
a different architecture such as cloud based or edge based
architecture.
1) Advantages of Localized Architectures: The MAR
system with a local server achieves significantly lower latency
compared to the cloud based approach. Moreover, the AR data
stays within the premises. Hence the data is less vulnerable to
security attacks, and privacy threats are comparably low. The
regular administration tasks such as server upgrades, client
setups are easy because the entire system is deployed locally.
The system does not depend on the condition of infrastructure
links ensuring more reliability.
Ultra-low latency is the main advantage of the second
approach as the entire AR operation is performed within the
MAR devices. The system is independent of the infrastructure,
and the data used for AR processing stays within the device.
Moreover, this architecture provides the lowest vulnerability
to security attacks and has the highest privacy protection.
2) Disadvantages of Localized Architectures: Even though
the AR server is hosted locally in the first approach, the latency
will be higher than the edge based architecture if the server is
connected to the base station wirelessly. Single point of failure
still exists as the server hosts the AR processing functions.
Shorter battery life is the main disadvantage of the second
approach. As the device performs the entire activity spectrum
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Hybrid System Architecture for a MAR System.

needed for processing, the energy consumption is highest compared to other architectures causing the batteries to drain fast.
As the terminal MAR devices possess less computing power
than the cloud, edge or local servers, this architecture is not
suitable for complex MAR applications. Device restrictions
limit the number of applications supported by the standalone
MAR architecture. Any additional hardware used to increase
the battery power or computing power makes the devices
bulky and heavy. Continuous use of bulky and heavy devices
is operationally challenging. Administrative activities such as
software upgrades and troubleshooting must be performed on
each device. Absence of centralized control is also a drawback
in a multi-device system.
D. Hybrid Architecture
A hybrid architecture for a MAR network has a cloud
node and an edge node along with the client AR network.
The latency critical interactive MAR functions should be executed at the edge node since the overall network latency
directly relates to the length of a signal path and the number of intermediary routing/switching elements. Conversely,
the applications not requiring ultra-low latency are hosted at
the cloud node. The control functions and the management
functions may be performed at the cloud node or the edge
node. These functions include control plane signalling, service
flow processing, policy scheduling and capability opening, and
network operation and maintenance, node management and
slice management [66]. These functions have no direct impact
on the interactive nature of the MAR experience. The edge
node is responsible for user plane functions that assure the
ultra-low latency requirements of the MAR applications. The
hybrid architecture is depicted in Figure 9.
A hierarchical architecture to serve the AR applications [75]
comprises an edge layer between the conventional user layer
and the cloud layer. User layer has multiple AR devices
equipped with wireless connectivity to the edge layer. The
cloud layer maintains a database and abundant computational
resources. The edge layer consists of three modules called
communication unit, operation platform and virtualized controller. The combination of the three modules ensures the
convergence of communication, computation and control. A
fog computing and cloudlet based AR system for the Industry
4.0 shipyard [76], [77] consists of three layers, i.e., the node
layer, edge layer and the cloud. The node layer consists of
Industrial Augmented Reality (IAR) devices. The edge layer
consists of a local gateway used for data caching for sending
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content to IAR devices and a cloudlet capable of carrying out
computations requiring low latency. The cloud hosts services
that require more processing power. A MEC-based collaborative Web AR solution which has the complimentary edge
and cloud servers [78], reduces the network latency while
decreasing the bandwidth usage of core networks. The edge
server consists of MEC application platform, Web AR runtime environment and Web AR applications. An IAR system
in an Industry 4.0 shipyard [79] is based on a fog computing
architecture which comprises three layers called node layer,
fog layer and cloud layer.
1) Advantages of Hybrid Architecture: Reduced latency is
the main advantage over the cloud based architecture due
to edge processing. Edge processing reduces the application
dependency on the infrastructure links ensuring more reliable
communication. In a case where most of the information is
highly localized, caching at the edge servers reduce the E2E
latency while decreasing the congestion at the infrastructure
network beyond the edge server. The hybrid approach has
better security and privacy than the cloud based architecture
because the data stays close to the terminal devices. Hybrid
architecture also has advantages over the edge based architecture. Edge server has less control overhead because the cloud
server processes the control messages. Cloud based control
offers a more centralized approach in comparison with edge
based controlling. Energy consumption of the terminal devices
is lower compared to the localized architecture, as the devices
perform only the mandatory operations.
2) Disadvantages of hybrid Architecture: Since the cloud
handles the control functions, and the edge handles the
interactive AR functions, the single point of failure still exists.
The system does not function properly if either the edge server,
cloud server or the infrastructure network fails. A hybrid
architecture is generally more complex than the other architectures. Therefore, the effort for the initial design, operational
overhead, and the administrative overhead is higher.
E. Summary of MAR Architecture Options
The selection of the most suitable architecture for a MAR
system depends on the requirements of the applications. The
localized architecture is not a preferred option for many use
cases, and not widely considered in the literature. The reasons are twofold. The underlying processing functions should
be sophisticated to produce a better experience with an AR
system. It requires more computing power for execution, causing the batteries of mobile devices to drain fast. MAR devices
have limited battery power, and frequent charging is an operational overhead. Equipping MAR devices with larger batteries
make them bulky, heavy and less user friendly. Secondly,
the network level limitations are diminishing and paving the
way to achieve ultra-low latency in communications. The
high speed Internet connectivity makes computational offloading a viable option. Therefore, cloud based and especially
edge based architectures are suitable to provide the required
ultra-low latencies for MAR applications. A mapping of
different AR applications against the possible architecture
options is depicted in Figure 10. A comparison of properties,
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Applicability of different Architectures based on the Characteristics of MAR Applications.

advantages and disadvantages of all the architectures discussed
in Section II are summarized in Table IV.
III. 5G AND MAR
This section presents AR in pre-4G era and potential MAR
network architecture changes from 4G to 5G. Moreover, it
describes the novel 5G technologies introduced to access,
backhaul and core networks, and the complementary technologies such as MEC, Software Defined Networking (SDN),
Network Function Virtualization (NFV). The section discusses
how these technologies together help to realize future MAR.
Finally, it emphasizes how the coexistence of MEC and 5G can
be used to serve future MAR and how it brings distinguished
benefits.
A. MAR in Pre-4G Era
The underlying technologies and concepts defining AR
have been in development for decades. However, the practical adoption of AR systems was limited due to technological
constraints. As AR technology in mobile devices gets popular,
MAR placed strict demands on wireless communication and
networking. Even though there were portable and standalone
AR devices in operation during the past, the high bandwidth
and low latency requirements of a MAR system could not
be satisfied by the first two generations of wireless communication technologies. With HSPA+ in 3G systems, maximal
downlink throughput revolved around 7 Mbps while the upload
is constrained around 1.5 Mbps in the practical implementations [93], still with significant variations over time. The

latencies also varied and could reach up to 800 ms [93]. With
these capabilities, HSPA+ can cater for a limited set of MAR
applications, such as Pokemon Go [31], IKEA Place [98],
educational applications and games. 3G connectivity does
not provide sufficient bandwidth or low-latency required by
complex MAR applications.
B. MAR With 4G
The present 4G Long Term Evolution (LTE) systems have
shown substantial improvements over the previous generation in bandwidth and latency. The practical implementations
exhibited average throughput around 19.61 Mbps on the
downlink and 7.94 Mbps on the uplink [93]. The minimum
latency of LTE networks is 10 ms [99]–[101]. Therefore,
LTE networks are likely to satisfy the requirements of more
advanced MAR applications than 3G networks. Examples
include AR mode of Google Maps [81], games, retail applications, education applications [102].
Wearable device-based MAR (e.g., Microsoft Hololens [33],
Google Glass [28]) and app-based MAR (e.g., Pokemon
Go [31]) are the popular types of MAR applications in the current context with 4G networks. App-based MAR is usually IoS
or Android applications installed on general mobile devices.
Currently, the device-based MAR either operates standalone or
usually connects to the Internet via Wi-Fi connections. Appbased MAR can operate standalone, directly connect to 4G
network or utilize Wi-Fi connectivity as the access method.
The general system architecture of a cloud based 4G MAR
system is represented in Figure 11(a).
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TABLE IV
C OMPARISON OF D IFFERENT A RCHITECTURAL O PTIONS FOR MAR

Fig. 11.

Comparison of Network Architectures for MAR.

C. Future of MAR
Mobile communication systems up to 4G networks can
deliver a reasonable experience to the MAR users, addressing the expectations only up to a certain level. However, the

envisioned future of MAR is far beyond what has already
been seen. The next generation of video includes new formats, such as stereoscopic, high dynamic range (HDR), and
360◦ , at increased resolutions (8K+) and higher framerates
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(90+ fps). A stereoscopic HDR 360◦ video used in AR/VR
at 8K 90 fps with HEVC video codec requires a data rate
higher than 200 Mbps. A 6 Degree of Freedom (6DoF) video
that allows translational movement requires a data rate from
200 Mbps to 1 Gbps per user [92]. A 3GPP study on communication services for critical medical applications emphasizes
that AR assisted surgery [91] requires E2E latency less than
1 ms and 12 Gbps data rate for a compressed 4K 120 fps High
Dynamic Range (HDR) 10 bits real-time video stream.
These bandwidth and latency requirements are beyond the
offerings of 4G systems. The use of wired networks is also
impractical due to user mobility in many AR use cases. AR
services offered via mobile devices impose additional requirements on device battery life. The use of non-3GPP access
methods such as Wi-Fi is questionable due to performance
anomaly, low reliability, handover issues [93]. Hence, the
future MAR systems should be leveraged with an advanced
communication infrastructure, such as the one proposed by
the 5G systems. Key 5G technologies must be used to realize
future MAR applications, mainly focusing the high data rates
and ultra-low latency requirements [103].
D. What 5G Offers
As the last four generations of cellular technology, 5G
will be a paradigm shift from present wireless communications technologies. It will also be highly integrative to
provide universal high-rate coverage and a seamless user experience [104], [105]. The Mobile and wireless communication
Enablers for the Twenty-twenty Information Society (METIS)
project has derived 5G requirements into five technical objectives. They are 1000 times higher mobile data volume per
area, 10 to 100 times higher number of connected devices, 10
to 100 times higher user data rate, 10 times longer battery life
for low power massive machine communications, and 5 times
reduced E2E latency [106]. 5G proposes drastic changes in
both access, core and transport networks by introducing novel
technologies, to achieve these objectives.
1) Access Network: The key distinguishable technologies used in the access network layer are mmWaves
(30-300 GHz), small cell networks, massive Multiple Input
Multiple Output (MIMO) and beamforming [104]. The use
of mmWave spectrum will limit the cell radius (cell radius
up to 200m [107]) of 5G base stations significantly compared with the cell radius of 3G and 4G macro base stations.
The mmWave propagation characteristics reveal that these
frequencies are more sensitive to blockage effects. Therefore
indoor users are unlikely to be served by outdoor mmWave
base stations [108]. These two facts lead to the deployment of dense small cell networks, including indoor base
stations to provide reliable 5G connectivity. The Ultra Dense
Networks (UDN) achieve comparable coverage and much
higher data rates than 4G cellular systems [108], [109].
Massive MIMO equips a much higher number of antennas
on the base station and combines it with complex algorithms
for coordination to achieve drastic improvements in throughput and efficiency [110]. Beamforming technology, combined
with massive MIMO focuses on transmitting the signals from

the transmit antennas in different desired directions to overcome the unfavourable path loss, guaranteeing the data rate to
the user [111]. The shorter wavelengths of mmWaves allow
massive MIMO to establish antennas very close to each other
and direct their beams using beamforming technology. These
technologies together enable much higher data rates in 5G,
which is the focus of its enhanced Mobile BroadBand (eMBB)
service class [112].
In addition to the provision of higher data rates, latency
minimizing is also a critical consideration in 5G systems (i.e.,
Ultra Reliable and Low Latency Communication (URLLC)
service class [112]). To enable extremely low latencies in the
range of 1 ms, the entire system should be redesigned [113],
including Radio Access Network (RAN), backhaul and storage [114], various diversity sources, design of packets,
network topology, access protocols [115]. One design choice
for the latency minimization over a radio channel with 5G
wireless systems is to use short transmission intervals [114].
3GPP proposes a new unit of scheduling called a minislot, which can be flexibly configured to last between
16 Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplex (OFDM) symbols [116]. Using mini-slots, the arriving URLLC data can be
immediately scheduled by the base station. This approach is
suitable only for relatively small data packets and decreases
resource efficiency. The excessive number of spatial degrees of
freedom in massive MIMO can also be a potential contributor
for URLLC [115]. Base station densification leads to resource
reuse and increases per user resource allocation, which can be
directly utilized for latency reduction [115].
2) Core Network: The development of 5G networks is
driven by many future use cases, such as industrial automation, self-driving cars, smart cities, and AR [112]. 5G
Core (5GC) network must also be redesigned to serve those
use cases [117]. The 5G core network aims to provide
simultaneous support for eMBB, URLLC, massive Machine
Type Communication (mMTC) with increased flexibility and
adaptability than the Evolved Packet Core (EPC) in 4G.
The adoption of SDN, NFV, network slicing, and Cloud
RAN [117] achieve this evolution. SDN decouples the control and user plane of a network and enables programmable
networks. In contrast to EPC, which comprises network
elements having both user and control planes tightly coupled together, a clear separation between control and user
plane functions will achieve the real flexibility needed in
next-generation core networks. 5G introduces the concept of
Network Functions (NF) in the core, such as Access and
Mobility Management Function (AMF), Session Management
Function (SMF), User Plane Function (UPF). NFV defines
how NF can be abstracted from the underlying physical infrastructure and deployed as virtual instances in a distributed
manner. Virtualized NF share common physical resources of
computing, storage and networking, increasing the flexibility of deployment. NS [118], [119] creates logically isolated
networks on a shared infrastructure to enable different types of
communication service classes, such as eMBB and URLLC.
3) Backhaul Network: Apart from the access and the core
networks, the existence of advanced transport network is
also vital. The backhaul is referred to the set of links that
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E. MEC With 5G

Fig. 12.

5G Fronthaul, Midhaul and Backhaul Combinations [124].

connects the access nodes to the core network, and present
backhaul is primarily built with microwave links and fiber
links [120]. In 4G, The baseband and the radio functions
of the cell site has been separated into two entities called
Remote Radio Head (RRH) and the Baseband Unit (BBU).
RRH is located at the cell site, and BBU is centralized. The
interface between RRH and BBU is named Common Public
Radio Interface (CPRI), which standardized the transport, connectivity and control specifications between RRH and BBU.
The link between RRH and BBU was defined as fronthaul and
mainly consists of fibre links, whereas the rest of the transport
network is called the backhaul.
With 5G UDN, deploying fiber fronthaul and backhaul is
difficult, time consuming and costly [120], [121]. Moreover,
diverse 5G use cases call for a flexible fronthaul which balances the throughput, latency and reliability. The CPRI is
less flexible to handle the variable traffic demand in 5G era.
Therefore it is impractical and expensive to scale the existing
transport network to support massive MIMO, high bandwidth, and low latency required by 5G use cases. 3GPP [122]
defined the functionality of next generation NodeB (gNB)
as a split between two logical units, a Central Unit (CU)
and a Distributed Unit (DU). International Telecommunication
Union (ITU) [123] adopted a different approach to 5G transport network architecture by defining an additional third
element called Radio Unit (RU). The RU implements the RF
functions similar to RRH in 4G and DU and CU have the
deployment flexibility to yield different network architectures
as depicted in Figure 12 [124]. Usually, functions that need
real-time processing are grouped within the DU, while those
not requiring real-time processing are grouped within the CU.
The transport network between the CU and DU is referred to
as midhaul.
Wireless backhaul is a scalable and cost effective solution
to support the transport network of 5G UDN [125]. Traditional
microwave frequency bands are not suitable for this because of
the spectrum scarcity. Hence, 5G considers mmWave transport
networks (i.e., fronthaul, midhaul and backhaul) to complement optical fiber [121]. In addition to the mmWave access
network, the mmWave frequencies will pave the way for a
redesign in backhaul networks [126]. Due to the high bandwidth in mmWave spectrum, capacity will be available with
more flexibility and less cost. The deployment flexibility of
DU and CU will enable multiple use cases with different
requirements in terms of throughput, latency and reliability.
Conversely, the propagation characteristics of mmWaves bring
new challenges due to high path loss and heavy blockage.

The UDN deployment in 5G era will address the increased
throughput and low latency requirements of the future applications [127]. As the MEC brings the computing and storage
capabilities towards the end user [42], [128], [129], UDN and
MEC are considered as two distinct but complementary technologies in 5G networks [130]. In contrast to MEC enabled
macro base stations, MEC enabled UDN bring clear advantages in terms of latency for computational offloading due to
proximity of the server resources. The reduced cell radius of
the base stations in UDN leads to a reduction in energy consumption of the end devices and each base station because of
the short-range transmissions [127]. As a result, the end device
batteries will last long and motivates the design of lightweight
devices with small batteries (e.g., wearable devices). The
network energy efficiency is a crucial factor for the sustainability of UDN, whereas several studies suggest that UDN is
more energy efficient than densification of macrocells [127].
Due to the promising future with 5G UDN, the utilization of
MEC with 5G UDN benefits future applications which require
excessive computing power. The improved flexibility of 5G
core network functions enabled by SDN and NFV allows more
distributed user plane resources while maintaining centralized
control, benefiting ultra-low latency use cases. The possibility
of deploying NF such as UPF in MEC enabled UDN achieves
ultra-low latency as the communication is less depending on
the backhaul network. The flexibility allows the deployment
of MEC and the core NFs at the closest base station to the
user, or at a network aggregation point covering several base
stations, or even far from the users. The deployment depends
on the availability of physical computing resources, business
requirements, technical parameters, supported applications and
their requirements and measured or estimated user load [131].
Figure 13 shows the integrated deployment of 5G network and
MEC proposed by European Telecommunications Standards
Institute (ETSI) [131].
F. MAR With 5G and MEC
To serve future MAR, the networks must support
extremely high data rates, ultra-low latency as highlighted
in Section III-C, which are beyond the offerings of current
4G networks [132]. Moreover, AR is identified as a service which will play an increasingly significant role in the
2020+ timeframe with 5G vision [133]. AR and VR applications require very fast request-response cycles [134], which
will drive the design of 5G network architectures. Due to
the strict requirements of ultra-low latency, extremely high
bandwidth and massive connectivity of the future MAR, all
MAR devices are expected to have direct 5G connectivity
without any intermediate non-3GPP networks, as illustrated in
Figure 11(b). The high throughput requirements will be supported by the eMBB service class and the latency requirements
will be addressed by the URLLC service class in 5G, both are
mandatory to realize MAR. The extensive indoor connectivity
provided via UDN with mmWave frequencies, massive MIMO
and beamforming technologies, provides a guaranteed data rate
in a MAR network. The flexibility provided by the SDN and
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Integrated MEC Deployment in 5G Network [131].

NFV technologies supports the distributed deployment of the
core NFs. This helps to host UPF close to the user to support ultra-low latencies in a geographically distributed MAR
networks (e.g., multiple factory locations requiring similar
kind of maintenance support via MAR).
Since future MAR needs high data rates, ultra-low latency
and the possible use of lightweight devices, edge processing
at 5G mobile networks likely to guarantee the requirements
of MAR applications [135]. For a general AR application,
particular environment and the details about the surroundings
are highly localized and often irrelevant beyond the point of
interest [42]. Few details or a summary of the processed data
might be sufficient beyond the MEC server. Hence, MEC processing ensures efficient bandwidth utilization. This concept
is illustrated in Figure 14, where the local information is processed at the MEC server deployed at the 5G base station and
only the mandatory information is passed to the cloud via the
MNO core network.
In general, MAR users in a given environment tend to
seek similar type of data at different times. The captured
images may consist of overlapping content. Transfer of
redundant data inefficiently utilizes the network resources,
mainly when offloading is used. Caching techniques overcome this problem by keeping the popular content at MEC
server, which significantly reduces the processing at the MEC
server in applications like AR [69], leading to reduced E2E
latency. Therefore, MEC architecture with 5G networks will
be prominent in satisfying the requirements of future MAR
applications.
MAR with MEC enabled UDN poses new challenges.
Added communication latency compared to a standalone MAR
system is a critical consideration. The deployment of AR
server in the closest base station helps to achieve ultra-low
latency, but not necessarily the optimal design for a geographically distributed MAR system. The optimal AR server
location(s) should be decided based on multiple factors, such
as the cell radius, number of MAR users, latency and throughput requirements. Establishment of AR servers at the closest
base stations would be costly and add management overhead. Compared to a cloud based deployment, expansions
and upgrades must be performed at multiple servers, which

Fig. 14.

Mobile Augmented Reality Service Scenario [42].

is complex and time consuming. A detailed discussion on
different technical aspects deciding MAR system design is
presented in Section V. The reduced cell radius and the
increased base station density cause higher handover frequency
than in macro base station deployments [130]. Security and
privacy threats are high in MEC based MAR than a standalone,
device based MAR.
IV. 5G MEC BASED MAR A PPLICATIONS
As 5G and MEC technologies facilitating the expansion of
MAR, the practical realization of MAR in a wide spectrum of
use cases will be possible. This paper identifies key application areas for MAR pointed out by multiple sources including
past surveys on AR [5], [14], [21], [22], [50]–[53], ETSI AR
framework [136], Global System for Mobile Communications
Association (GSMA) whitepaper on AR and VR [66], 3GPP
technical reports for extended reality in 5G 26.928 [137] and
26.998 [138]. This section briefly discusses potential use cases
under common application areas and related scientific work.
Moreover, it looks into the future of these use cases and how
5G, MEC and other supportive technologies can develop more
sophisticated MAR systems. This section considers application
areas of Industry 4.0, healthcare, travel and tourism, smart city
and smart home, automotive, aviation and aerospace, online
education and other applications/use cases.
A. Industry 4.0
The key objective of Industry 4.0 is to drive manufacturing forward by being faster, more efficient, and
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customer-centric [139]. Industry 4.0 interconnects the factory elements while adding them more intelligence, causing
improvements in adaptability and resource efficiency [140]. It
represents an integration of IoT, analytics, additive manufacturing, robotics, artificial intelligence, advanced materials, and
AR [141], [142]. The extreme requirements of Industry 4.0 use
cases call for network infrastructure providing high capacity,
ultra-low latency and massive connectivity, as envisioned by
5G [140].
1) Use Cases: MAR is expected to play a
major role in Industry 4.0 use cases. MAR assisted
maintenance [143], [144], MAR based remote maintenance [145], [146], AR remote cooperation [138] allow an
unskilled operators to perform the maintenance activities
without the experts on site. MAR has great potential for
conducting remote training sessions in industrial environments, which essentially uses the same concept as
remote maintenance. Guiding and providing monitoring support for assembly tasks [147], [148], improving
the safety of factory workers via MAR based instructions [149] makes MAR an essential part of Industry 4.0
operation.
2) Future With 5G: The existing industry based real world
implementations of MAR mostly work as standalone entities, whereas Industry 4.0 demands more sophistication. The
device information can be shared with another to reduce processing overhead, leading to more efficient operation. MEC
enabled small cell base stations could act as the aggregation
points for networked intelligence. An advanced communication infrastructure like 5G should be in place to enable
such scenarios due to the strict requirement of MAR operation [132]. Moreover, the present implementations mainly use
bulky devices which are difficult to use for a long time and
consume more power. 5G with MEC enables low power consumption for user devices due to process offloading [130] and
low power transmissions [127], allowing the development of
more user friendly devices. So far, MAR devices mainly use
only the information captured by its own sensors. However, the
full integration of MAR with the IoT infrastructure will facilitate the realization of Industry 4.0. With 5G systems allowing
the integration of IoT into 5G system [150] and MEC enabled
IoT [151], MAR operation can be made more informative and
intelligent by utilizing the additional data. Achieving URLLC
will be challenging with IoT devices operating under different protocols and require further research. The high density of
base stations in 5G UDN allows MAR devices to simultaneously connect to multiple base stations to obtain increased data
rate. Massive MIMO and beamforming together help directed
data transmissions, ensuring reliability even with mobility.
Even though it is possible to bring AR server close to the
user with MEC enabled 5G UDN, this could not be the optimal
case when remote entities are involved. Context aware offloading/placement [152] of AR server instance is needed with
dynamic remote entities, to ensure optimal MAR operation. A
high capacity mmWave backhaul [121] is useful in such scenarios. With the processing functions are offloaded to nearby
MEC enabled base stations, 5G allows easily scalable MAR
networks.
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B. Healthcare
1) Use Cases: AR assisted surgery [91], [153] is a widely
discussed topic in the healthcare sector. The scenarios of
AR assisted surgery vary based on user location and the
way AR is used. Fixed AR screen in the operating theaters to enhance the visualization for surgeons [154], may
not utilize any communication service. Conversely, wearable
MAR devices in surgeries [155] are far more user friendly.
However, they require robust wireless communication infrastructure support for proper operation if they need to offload
processing. Obtaining the support of remote entities for surgeries require advanced communication infrastructure such as
5G systems [91]. AccuVein [156] is a localized MAR solution. It uses a projection based AR which consists of laser
based scanner, processing system and digital laser projection
in a handheld device to visualize a virtual real-time view
of underlying veins on top of the skin. AR based medical
training [157], AR/VR based rehabilitation [158], MAR based
personalized medicine enhanced with eye tracing [159], speech
recognition, motion tracking are few other applications of
MAR in healthcare.
2) Future With 5G: MAR devices, robotic mechanisms,
surrounding sensors and haptic feedback devices to ensure the
success of the surgery. A reliable 5G communication infrastructure comprises next generation access, backhaul and core
network will satisfy the extreme requirements of these use
cases than the existing 4G networks [160]. Medical education is a vital application of AR into the healthcare field,
which helps to train healthcare workers, students and educate
patients. The COVID-19 situation has urged everyone towards
remote education, and the complexity of medical education can
be addressed in a better way via AR based solutions [161]. To
access the educational content using AR from anywhere, MEC
enabled 5G UDN would be ideal for server placement and content caching. The distributed user plane functions deployed
at MEC servers will also aid fast streaming of content. The
visualization of AR in surgeries can be enhanced with the integration of data from Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) [162],
providing enhanced perception for the surgeon. MEC enabled
IoT [151] would aggregate the knowledge generated by a vast
number of surrounding sensors to facilitate such use cases. The
world’s first remote surgery over 5G [163] demonstrates a surgeon performing a surgery 30 miles away from theatre, paving
the way for AR based remote surgery. With 5G ensuring the
critical service levels required for remote surgery use cases,
integration of IoMT and AR will realize more sophisticated
the remote surgery use cases [153], [164], backed by 5G.
C. Travel and Tourism
1) Use Cases: MAR based navigation such as Google
Maps [81] improves the view to aid the user in unfamiliar
areas. The location specific MAR based indoor and outdoor
guidance systems [83]–[86] are helpful for the tourists in
places such as parks, museums, libraries, hotels or shopping
malls. Augmenting information on top of the view of real
objects [165] helps the tourists by providing additional knowledge on museum artifacts, hotel menus and hotel rooms. MAR
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based translation applications [82] are popular and very helpful for tourists. AR based tour guides [166] navigate the user
along the tour while providing important extra information.
The present real world implementations of MAR in travel
and tourism sector usually involve pointing the mobile device
camera to a target marker and obtain more information by
means of images, text, audio and video. Examples of such
applications are interactive hotel elements, transport [167],
restaurants/catering [168] and attractions [169]. The latency
requirements of these applications are not critical and the data
rate requirements are satisfied by a conventional 4G Internet
connection.
2) Future With 5G: Combination of AR and VR, real time
XR sharing which allows a user to share his XR experience [137] unlocks considerable potential in the travel and
tourism sector and introduces new ways of comprehending the
world. Such applications [170] are presently at their infancy,
however, could greatly benefit from 5G and MEC. The virtual
content can be cached, and the AR servers can be placed at
the MEC enabled 5G base stations to minimize the communication latency. MEC architecture enabled with 5G is optimal
to serve these applications since the content is highly localized. The present MAR based travel applications [167]–[169]
need the user to point and keep holding the device which
is uncomfortable and not user friendly. Conversely, future AR
will be based on user friendly wearable glasses [28] which are
extremely low powered and lightweight. Moreover, the device
sensors should operate under diverse environmental conditions
which makes the processing algorithms more complex, making computational offloading is a must. On the other hand,
the user movements will cause reductions and the blockage of
signal strength. However, 5G UDN allow users to have strong
simultaneous connections to multiple base station [171]. Hence
the effect of fading and blockage can be mitigated to provide
uninterrupted connectivity.
D. Smart City and Smart Home
1) Use Cases: The use of MAR technology to assist elderly
and disabled residents [172], [173] is a prominent use case
for future smart homes. The disabled people can control
the environment using a handheld mobile device equipped
with a MAR application, without physically accessing each
device/control switches. The activity could be operating electrical appliances, opening the doors, switching off or dimming
the lights. Increasing the accessibility of people having motor
disabilities in a smart city [174] enables the users to interact with items placed beyond their arm’s length. Navigation
through smart cities using MAR [166] provides visitors with
a better experience. MAR enhanced smart building management systems [175], [176] are capable of recognizing
building geometry, simulate building visualization, identify
assets and incorporate the feedback from the user to enable
proper management of the smart building. Applications like
IKEA Place [98] equipped with AR, allow users to visualize
the furniture placement before making the purchase decision.
Integrating MAR for remote monitoring of smart homes [177]
has a great potential to make the application more user friendly
and sophisticated.

2) Future With 5G: The successful implementation of smart
cities highly depends on 5G systems [178]. Smart cities
and smart homes enormously rely on IoT, whereas 5G is
envisioned as a great IoT enabler [179]. The present MAR
applications can leap forward with the 5G and IoT enabling
smart cities and smart homes. For smart homes, security monitoring enabled with AR can alert suspicious behaviors and
current warnings on property owner’s remote mobile screen.
These warnings can be enhanced with the details of suspicious
individuals if they have criminal records. The smart home connectivity can be provided with MEC enabled 5G where the
AR server is located at MEC. Other future scenarios would
be to highlight malfunctioning electrical equipment, high temperature areas, accidentally left open doors, which would
essentially require the inputs from multiple sensors to be integrated with the AR system. Existing applications like Smart
AR Home [180] support only a set of smart devices by specific manufacturers. Developing applications supporting any
device would be a future requirement for high AR penetration.
Otherwise, it will be inconvenient to use multiple applications
for each device. Integration of 5G and IoT [150] will allow the
coexistence of heterogeneous IoT devices facilitating these use
cases. The design/renovation of homes/buildings/cities could
benefit from future MAR where the virtual representation of
planned design could be merged with the present real view to
visualize the completed design [98], [181]. Caching content
at the MEC enabled 5G UDN [182] and MEC based AR processing is suitable in these use cases as the content is highly
localized.
E. Automotive
1) Use Cases: AR-enhanced windshield [89], [90], projects
vital information into the windshield such as navigation
information, current speed, present speed limit and the best
possible driving path. It aims to reduce the distractions and
helps the driver to stay focused on the road. The projection to
HMDs [183] serves the same purpose of providing additional
information for the drivers. The “see-through” view [184]
allows a driver to see the road as if there is no front vehicle blocking the road. Coordinated communication among
vehicles and AR together generates an augmented view by
artificially removing the front vehicle’s obstructing view. ARenhanced driver training [185] with the help of synchronized
HMDs allow the trainers to simulate the emergency events
during training, making the drivers more experienced before
they drive on public roads. Automotive industry utilizes AR
as a comparison tool [186] to compare the real parts against
the design to identify defects. Modern vehicles now identify
the road signs and project them on to appropriate place on the
front road to alert drivers [187].
2) Future With 5G: The current AR processing occurs
inside an automobile, but the vital information is hardly shared
outside. Conversely, vehicular communication is an extensively discussed topic with 5G systems [188] which delivers
wireless connectivity among vehicles, roadside devices, passengers, and pedestrians. With 5G, vehicular MAR systems
can benefit from the information shared by other vehicles
for facilitating the drivers to make the roads safer. Data
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sharing solutions proposed by geographically distributed
cloudlets [189] to exchange data among vehicles can be implemented with 5G UDN and MEC. The communication demands
of “see-through” view can only be realizable with 5G. A potential future use case that needs improvement is the real time
text-based traffic sign detection [190] while the vehicle is
moving. Text based traffic signs written in other languages
are impossible to read instantly, whereas modern OCR, translation and AR systems in combination can provide a solution.
The future connected vehicular systems with 5G can reduce
the processing burden by allowing the vehicles to augment the
text based traffic signs with driver’s preferred language, using
the already translated content from cloud/MEC servers and
the vehicle GPS data. Similar concepts can be applied in the
future to enhance the capabilities of AR based driver training
applications [191] where the trainee driver is supported with
augmentations received via the vehicular network connected
with 5G.
F. Aviation and Aerospace
1) Use Cases: AR technology is often used in aircraft
pilot training [88] where trainee pilots get familiar with the
real environment before they get into the aircraft, reducing
the potential risk of accidents. Fighter pilots use helmets
equipped with AR technology to view vital information as they
maneuver the aircraft. Currently, these features are gradually
adapting to commercial aircraft too. A unique place where
AR is often used for maintenance activities is the space station [192]. Ground test and maintenance process guidance
of aircrafts [193], AR assisted aircraft maintenance training
and operations support [194], MAR at airports [195] are other
examples from the aviation industry.
2) Future With 5G: The aviation and aerospace AR applications such as pilot training, augmented views at the cockpit
mostly operate as standalone applications and may continue
with the improvements inside the systems. Unlike other application areas, the networked intelligence or the collaboration
of AR applications is challenging to achieve while the aircraft
is flying. However, there is vast potential for improvements in
AR usage while the aircraft is manoeuvring at the airports. By
integrating the air traffic control information, the flight guidance towards the runaway can be enhanced with AR [196]. The
landing and takeoff can be enhanced with the most appropriate
path during extreme weather conditions to minimize accidents.
With the integrated information about the other flights, the
pilots can be alerted about potential dangers via the HMDs.
Passenger maneuvering through airports can be enhanced by
feeding information from different sources so that the passengers will be guided using MAR via the most optimized route to
the exits/connecting flights [195]. These use cases require reliable indoor network connectivity provided by 5G UDN. Use
of HoloLens for the cabin crew [197] to display passenger
information can be combined with other information sources
such as travellers history data, present airport congestion data
to serve the passengers in a better way. 5G communication
infrastructure deployed at the airports will play a vital part in
these applications by creating a reliable and ultra-low latency
communication infrastructure.
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G. Online Education
1) Use Cases: Online education platforms allow the students to continue their education without interruptions during
the COVID-19 pandemic [198]. These platforms allow potential real-time interaction between the students and the teacher
using high-quality videos to replicate the classroom experience and may continue in the post-pandemic era. MAR has
excellent potential in such educational activities [199]. AR and
VR based distance learning solutions [200] provide students
with self-learning opportunities. Online examination platforms
introduced by educational institutions support the students for
timely completion of their examinations. Examination monitoring can be enhanced with MAR via a high-quality video
stream, provide clarifications and instructions, and answer the
students’ questions during the exams to make sure that they
follow the guidelines similar to the approach of one to many
AR conferencing [138].
2) Future With 5G: 5G provides better indoor connectivity
with small cell gNB using mmWave frequencies, ensuring connectivity anytime anywhere. Real time online teaching needs
low latency HD/4K video streaming where 5G URLLC and
eMBB services are capable of offering [201]. Caching MAR
based educational content at 5G MEC servers enables streaming the contents with low latency as the similar content is
likely to be streamed by many students in a given area. MEC
based deployment of AR server function is a potential deployment option also support low latency service provision. SDN
and NFV help fast and dynamic deployment of such content
at the MEC servers based on the demand in a given area.
H. Other Applications and Use Cases
Other potential MAR application areas include entertainment [202], gaming [31], [137], safety [203], retail [204] and
advertising [205]. The use cases highlighted in 3GPP technical reports for extended reality in 5G [137], [138] such as
AR sharing, streaming of immersive 6DoF, AR remote corporation, real-time 3D communication, extended reality (XR)
meeting and emotional streaming could be used in multiple
application areas. For example, AR remote corporation could
be used in Industry 4.0 to conduct a multi-party maintenance
task and also in healthcare for a collaborative remote surgery.
Key properties of use cases under each application area are
outlined in Table V, especially considering the communication aspects. Figure 15 provides a visual representation of the
key the applications discussed in this paper.
V. T ECHNICAL A SPECTS OF MAR I MPLEMENTATION
W ITH 5G MEC
This section discusses different technical aspects, which
play an essential role in realizing future MAR systems.
Communication, mobility management, energy management,
service offloading, service migration, security and privacy are
discussed and analyzed. The paper briefly introduces each
technical aspect, describes the requirements and limitations
of each in relation to MAR, and presents how 5G features
and the related technologies help realize the requirements
by mitigating the limitations. The comparative importance
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TABLE V
P ROPERTIES OF K EY MAR A PPLICATIONS

of each technical aspect for the use cases is presented
in Table VI.
A. Communication
MAR is the application of AR that users can take with
them wherever they go [27]. Instead of carrying a dedicated

device for MAR, users would prefer the service on general
mobile devices or lightweight devices like wearable glasses.
Both wearable devices and general mobile devices need process offloading to preserve their limited battery life [209].
Network connectivity is a must for future MAR applications
to provide users with the envisaged benefits. Cloud based
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TABLE VI
P ERTINENT T ECHNICAL A SPECTS ON A PPLICATION U SE C ASES AND T HEIR C OMPARATIVE I MPORTANCE

MAR applications like AR enhanced Google Maps [81] needs
an Internet connection to operate. Extreme MAR use cases
like AR assisted surgery [91] are not fully realizable with
the present 4G networks and require more sophisticated next
generation wireless systems. Hence, wireless communication
plays a vital role to realize future MAR.
1) Limitations/Requirements of MAR: Limitations of the
present 4G networks prevent the realization of emerging
MAR applications, as discussed in Section III-C. The communication requirements, such as ultra-low latency and high
throughput, arise from the applications. A study in communication for automation in vertical domains [94] reveals that
the E2E latency between capturing a new image and the displaying the augmented image should be smaller than 50 ms
to avoid cyber-sickness with one-way E2E latency of the
communication system within 10 ms. The 10 ms includes
the aggregated latencies of access and backhaul networks.
The communication latency, expected data capacity and service availability requirements are depicted in Table V for
key use cases under the application areas. The required data
rate depends on factors like the resolution of the video
and the frame rate. For general industrial applications, video
streams with a frame rate greater than 60 Hz and 1280 x
720 High Definition (HD) resolution are desirable [94]. It is

also required that the video stream between the MAR device
and the image processing server should be encrypted and
authenticated.
2) How 5G Helps: Exploiting the mmWave spectrum in 5G
has the potential to reach much higher bandwidths, bringing
a solution for the high throughput requirements of MAR
applications [210]. Deployment of UDN will mostly provide
directional links between MAR users and the base stations
causing more reliability. Massive MIMO and beamforming
technologies increase the data rates because the transmission
and the reception occur via multiple antennas, and the beams
are directed. A gNB with three cell sites can handle up to
average 10 Gbps in 5G when equipped with multiple antennas for transmission and reception [123]. Fundamental design
changes of the 5G systems will enable critical services (ultralow latency). Solutions such as short symbol periods, flexible
Transmission Time Intervals (TTI), low power digital beamforming for control [211] has been proposed to deliver ultralow latencies at the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer. The
achievable one-way latency between the UE and the CU is
4 ms for eMBB and 0.5 ms for URLLC [123]. The flexibility
of the 5G core network enabled by NFV and SDN allows pushing the core network functions to the MEC, facilitating low
latency communications. The modular design of the transport
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Different 5G MEC based MAR Applications.

network is capable of service-oriented placement of DU and
CU functions [212], preferably closer to the user at the gNB.
MEC enabled UDN allow the deployment of powerful AR
servers closer to users benefiting the MEC based and hybrid
MAR architectures. The combination of the above factors ultimately addresses the present communication limitations and
enable the design of better MAR systems in the future.
B. Mobility Management
AR devices have significantly evolved to powerful and easy
to use devices such as wearable MAR glasses from the first
prototypes that supported portability, where the users had to
carry backpacks equipped with computing devices. With the
exponential growth of user mobility and the envisioned future
MAR applications, the true potential of MAR can be realized with devices directly connected to 5G networks [94].
Mobility support of the network ensures the service continuity
as the user moves. However, the high throughput and ultralow latency requirements of MAR applications make mobility
support even more challenging. Since the 5G networks are
primarily built with small cell UDN, the frequency of handovers will be higher. Since the mmWave propagation is highly
susceptible to fading and blockage, the channel quality on a
mmWave link can be extremely intermittent. Mobility support
is mandatory in MAR to provide a seamless user experience. MAR applications will be used in diverse localities with
varying environmental characteristics making mobility support
even more challenging.
1) Limitations/Requirements in MAR: The 5G system
supporting MAR communication should provide seamless
mobility so that a handover from one base station to another

base station does not have any noticeable impact on the
application [94], [213]. The LTE requirement for handover
execution is 49.5 ms [213] is suitable for mobile broadband
and voice applications. However, it is not even nearly sufficient
for latency critical MAR applications like automotive applications, remote surgery [163]. Therefore, the main requirement
to achieve seamless mobility is to minimize handover time.
Moreover, the horizontal indoor positioning accuracy should
be better than 1 m with 99% availability for a moving MAR
device with speed up to 10 km/h [94].
2) How 5G Helps: Make-before-break, where the UE connects to the target cell before disconnecting from the serving
cell is a general solution to minimize handover time. 5G
UDN allow multi-cell connectivity [213] due to the availability of multiple base stations in the vicinity. Multi-cell
connectivity allows MAR devices to maintain multiple connections with different base stations simultaneously. Despite
the added complexity, the session continuity enabled by multicell connectivity significantly helps with user mobility. With
the flexibility introduced in 5G to deploy the control plane
functions closer to the gNB, the use of a local coordinator
is possible to perform path switching tasks [214]. The use
of local coordinator significantly decreases the path switching
time compared with the 4G systems, where the centralized
Mobility Management Entity (MME) and Serving Gateway (SGW) perform the control and user plane functions. The design
changes introduced by New Radio (NR) such as INACTIVE
state between CONNECTED and IDLE states reduces the
time to bring the UE into the CONNECTED state while
reducing the signaling overheads and improving the UE battery
life [215], which is helpful for MAR with user mobility.
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C. Energy Management
To enable new user experiences with MAR devices, they
should be equipped with more sensors, powerful embedded
cameras, and increased processing power [216]. The energy
consumption of a mobile device depends on multiple factors,
including display size, the amount of uplink and downlink data traffic, and the power consumption profile of the
internal components [217]. MAR requires complex processing which quickly consumes the battery power of the devices.
Conversely, the users prefer more lightweight, easy to use
devices with less frequent charging. These contrasting requirements pose the challenge of energy management of MAR
devices.
1) Limitations/Requirements in MAR: One approach to
address the challenge of optimizing the power consumption is the in-device optimization [218] which requires novel
hardware architectures and efficient algorithms like Dynamic
Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) technology. The second approach is to offload the computations to an external
entity [219], which is the aspect this paper focuses. Offloading
helps to reduce the device form factor as the hardware and the
battery size can be reduced. The mmWave based devices use
massive MIMO to achieve high throughput, which increases
the power consumption [220] and imposes a limitation on
the use of massive MIMO. The power characteristics of 4G
LTE networks [221] show that the devices need more power
for high throughput transmissions, which is the case for with
MAR with offloading. The cell edge users of 4G macro base
stations need more transmit power due to the increased distance to the base station, is not favorable for an application
like MAR.
2) How 5G Helps: Edge offloading is generally considered as a suitable approach to achieve energy efficiency of
the user devices [222], [223]. Compared to 4G networks, 5G
deployment will primarily be with small cell UDN; hence
the user devices are near the base stations. This helps to
reduce the power required for communication due to low
power transmissions [127]. This is particularly suitable for
terminals such as wearable MAR devices which require
higher throughput but possess limited battery power. A highefficiency multi-functional mmWave 5G beamforming antenna
system is proposed to achieve energy efficiency of 5G user
devices [220]. This solution aims to address the increase in
power consumption due to the increased number of antennas
in future mmWave based high throughput devices.
D. Service Offloading
The core AR processing is computationally demanding, and
it is implausible to be executed in the resource constrained
MAR devices. This challenge is addressed by computational offloading to a server which has sufficient computing
power. The MAR device only executes mandatory processing and finally displays the augmentations received from the
AR server. With the advancement of wireless communication infrastructures, application development is more focused
on cloud and edge based MAR applications to benefit from
the excessive computing power available at the servers. By
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minimizing the processing at the device level, MAR devices
can be made lightweight, energy efficient, user friendly and
less expensive.
1) Limitations/Requirements in MAR: The costs of computational offloading are primarily latency and bandwidth. For
latency critical MAR applications, the E2E latency requirement [94] must be satisfied during offloading, irrespective
of the network or the remote server conditions. The links
must have sufficient bandwidth to accommodate the data rate
required by the applications. A study on offloading via WiFi
and LTE to several potential offloading devices [224] reveals
that the latency of LTE is noticeable over a strong WiFi connection. A noticeable latency is not a suitable condition for
the proper functionality of MAR. The application privacy and
security requirements should also be satisfied during service
offloading.
2) How 5G Helps: A possible solution proposed to minimize the latency in offloading is the exploitation of multiple
available links and offload via multiple links simultaneously
using a scheduling algorithm [224]. Multi-connectivity in
5G mmWave cellular networks [225] and coordinated multipoint transmission [226] are proposed solutions to increase
the robustness, performance and service quality of the link.
Due to the proximity of base stations in 5G UDN, simultaneous offloading with multiple connectivity is a viable
solution in 5G than 4G LTE. The low-latency requirement of
MAR is feasible when the destination server is close to the
terminal devices while the multi-point transmission ensures
high throughput. Task offloading of UDN in the vicinity of
macro base stations [130] and hybrid offloading framework
to offload computations to macro base stations and close by
servers [227], exploit the idea of the availability of multiple
simultaneous servers for task offloading. Due to the proximity
of base stations in 5G UDN, the effectiveness, energy efficiency and the sum rate of computational offloading can be
increased to benefit MAR applications.
E. Service Migration
Service migration is the process of moving a service from
one place to another, which is beneficial for MAR systems
having edge based, cloud based and hybrid architectures.
While the main factor for the service migration in MAR
being the user mobility, the need for load balancing of the
servers, varying channel conditions, changes in MAR application operation can also be the causes for service migration.
Other than mitigating the interruptions of ongoing services,
service migration helps to avoid the performance degradation,
thus improving the Quality-of-Service (QoS) [228].
1) Limitations/Requirements in MAR: Maintaining the consistent flow in service migration [229] is a mandatory requirement for MAR users as the application requires low-latency
and high throughput, especially with user mobility. The
services should be available without a perceivable delay to the
user. The MAR application dynamics may change during the
session with new users, especially from remote locations. Due
to the high throughput requirement, this will place a considerable load on the servers, and the service migration algorithms
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should respond to such user dynamics [230]. Remote server
based MAR applications need the service migrations to be
stateful due to the interactive nature of the applications [231]
to avoid interruptions. Moreover, adequate security and privacy protection is a must to ensure the reliability of service
migration as MAR applications require strict service levels and
possess sensitive personal data.
2) How 5G Helps: The MEC enabled 5G UDN establishes both radio and computing resources in the vicinity of
end users. The Follow Me edge-Cloud (FMeC) concept [232]
leverages the properties of this architecture to guarantee that
the users are always connected with the nearest service. Since
the services are delivered from the closest server and the
servers are located close by in a dense network, live service
migration [231] in a 5G MEC ensures ultra-low latency while
the users are moving. With 5G UDN, the MAR devices are
operated in the vicinity of multiple base stations, multi connectivity [171] with MEC servers is possible with high throughput
channels. The mobility aware dynamic service placement
mechanisms [233] can corporate with multiple servers and
optimize communication delay and computing delay to minimize the user-perceived latency. 5G equipped with SDN enable
easy customization of security and privacy mechanisms based
on the application needs, ensuring the reliability during service
migrations.
F. Security
Security is an essential component for a MAR system,
ensuring the required service levels (e.g., ultra-low latency) of
the application are delivered. The undesirable outcomes due to
unauthorized access, data modifications and data unavailability
can be avoided by implementing proper security mechanisms
in MAR [234]. Attacks like overload attacks [235] slow down
MAR applications in a way that the required ultra-low latency
requirements cannot be fulfilled. For example, sensory overload attacks such as playing loud sounds and flashing bright
lights on the display, may cause malfunctions in the system. In
MAR context, cross-app sharing is a threat where one application shares the sensor data to another unauthorized application
of the MAR device. Clickjacking is another type of attack
that tricks users into clicking on sensitive user interface elements that are originated from malicious applications [235].
Deception attacks on AR populate the screen with distracting
content such as a modified road sign [236]. Therefore, implementing proper security mechanisms during the design and
development of future 5G MAR systems is mandatory.
1) Limitations/Requirements in MAR: Literature categorizes the security of MAR systems broadly into three domains
called input security, data access security and output security [235] while few discussing the area of device security [237]. Input security focuses on the security of the data
gathered from the MAR device input sensors. For example,
the camera may capture the content of personal letters, emails
and call logs, and those should not be shared to unwanted parties. Input protection ensures that sensitive information from
the data stream is removed before processing. The collected
data via different sensors are stored in a database waiting to

be processed. Single or multiple AR applications use these
data, process them to deliver a consumable output. The users
of MAR devices no longer have control over the collected
and stored data. Security aspects related to data collection
and aggregation, data processing, and data storage falls under
the data access security [237]. An unauthorized application
accessing the stored data for unwanted purpose is a data
access security breach; hence protection mechanisms need
to be placed. MAR applications transfer the processed data
as augmentations via the output data stream. Malicious parties/applications can gain access and modify the output stream.
The modified outputs may display unintended and harmful
content and may also make the output stream unreliable. For
example, a MAR application that guides a technician through
an assembly process might display incorrect instructions or the
correct instructions in an incorrect order, making the assembly
process unsuccessful.
The input protection should happen closer to the MAR
devices, preferably within MAR devices. Then the sensitive
information will not be transferred outside the devices. Indevice protection mechanisms can be implemented for any
MAR architecture discussed in Section II. As the future MAR
systems will comprise lightweight wearable devices, in-device
security adds a processing burden on every device. Data access
related security controls should preferably be implemented at
the AR servers. Due to strict application requirements and the
multiple possible architectures for future MAR systems, complex edge based security implementations will be required.
Even with highly secured cloud AR servers, implementation
of security controls at the device, edge and the cloud is a must
because the sensitive data is transferred via the network.
2) How 5G Helps: Since 5G network slicing enables independent end-to-end (E2E) logical networks, the guaranteed
extreme requirements can be catered via slice based service
provision for MAR. With a slice based service provision, the
security model for MAR slices can be adapted based on MAR
security requirements. Slice isolation in 5G to mitigate DDoS
attacks [238] is a potential technique to enhance the security
of MAR systems. With the MEC enabled 5G UDN, the complex security algorithms can be offloaded to the network edge,
providing Security as a Service (SECaaS) [239]. For example,
input security mechanisms for MAR can be implemented at
the MEC instead of executing on each device. Enabled by SDN
and NFV technologies, the future programmable networks will
be centrally controlled, thereby enabling the network-wide
consistent security policies for highly reactive and proactive
security monitoring [240]. The complex 5G MAR architectures complimented by MEC and cloud requires global and
sophisticated security implementations for data access security
to guarantee the critical service levels.
G. Privacy
The privacy concerns of AR technology are mainly twofold,
user privacy [241] and the bystander privacy [235]. The user’s
privacy concern is that the AR system captures and stores
information on what the user sees and then the system knows
information about user actions. Bystander privacy concerns are
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for the people in the environment who get captured into the AR
system, even without their knowledge. Hence, privacy protection is vital in AR systems and necessary protections must be
imposed, ensuring confidentiality, anonymity, undetectability,
unlinkability [237].
1) Limitations/Requirements in MAR: Similar to security,
input privacy protection, data protection and output protection are considered as the elements of privacy in MAR. Input
privacy protection aims to protect the inputs to the MAR
system for example, the images of the bystanders’ faces. If
the data is shared with unwanted parties, bystander privacy
is compromised. The data protection privacy further divided
into three primary data protection layers called aggregation,
processing, and storage [237]. Linkability, detectability, and
identifiability are few data protection related privacy threats.
Encryption based techniques, protected data storage solutions
such as Personal Data Stores (PDS) with managed application
access permission control, are proposed as privacy protection
solutions. Privacy-preserving rendering determines the output
display type and applies rules during the rendering to ensure
privacy protection. Controlled rendering to restrict disclosing the private information is suitable for public AR output
screens. Content hiding methods and visual cryptography protects the output from external interference [237]. The level of
privacy protection differs based on the MAR architecture and
application requirements. Available device processing power
limits the complexity of the on-device privacy protection
algorithms.
2) How 5G Helps: Like the security protection in 5G MAR
networks, input privacy protection can be implemented at the
device level or the MEC due to the MEC server proximity to
the user. The hybrid 5G MAR architectures allow the deployment of MEC AR servers at the closest gNB, allowing privacy
protection closer to the user to protect the sensitive data
similar to the hybrid privacy protection approach proposed
in [242]. Privacy protection can be enabled in 5G networks
using network slicing technology via isolation. The input, data
protection and output privacy protection can be enabled flexibly through a MAR slice or even with different MAR slices
for applications with different privacy requirements. The use of
SDN in 5G networks will allow privacy-aware routing mechanisms [243], which can be used to forward sensitive data
only on the trusted routes benefiting cloud and hybrid MAR
applications. As the 5G UDN will have base stations with
reduced cell radius, the privacy of MAR users with high mobility can be protected via mechanisms such as privacy-aware
SDN-based authentication handover schemes [244].
VI. L ESSONS L EARNED AND F UTURE W ORKS
In this section, the paper discusses the lessons learned,
the remaining research problems, related preliminary solutions and future research directions for the technical aspects
discussed in Section V. The focus of the discussion is how
the research problems for 5G MAR can be addressed by
improving the existing preliminary solutions and by novel
approaches. Finally, remaining challenges and open issues
are discussed mainly focusing on the deployment aspects. A
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summary of future research directions for 5G MAR is depicted
in Figure 16.
A. Communication
1) Lessons Learned: The novel technologies introduced
with 5G such as mmWave, small cell UDN, massive MIMO
and beamforming together forms a communication infrastructure that satisfies the high throughput demand of future
MAR applications. The design changes are proposed in symbol periods and transmission time intervals to achieve ultra-low
latencies. MEC enabled 5G brings the computational capabilities more towards the user, further reducing transport delay.
Using SDN and NFV capabilities, the network functions
can be pushed to the MEC servers enabling more decentralized architectures to benefit MAR application demands.
Substantial enhancements can be made by integrating IoT with
MAR, guiding towards more complex and sophisticated MAR
applications.
2) Research Problems:
• How to integrate MAR with IoT, given that the IoT
devices communicate with different protocols and do not
guarantee critical service levels?
• How to respond to sudden changes in application
demands? How to decide the optimum placement of
AR server function instances in a case where users are
graphically distributed?
• Collaboration between devices may be used to avoid
redundant processing. How to enable collaborative communication between devices?
• Environmental conditions heavily impact mmWave propagation. This causes a comparably higher impact on
outdoor use cases. What solutions could be proposed
to ensure uniform network access for MAR devices in
varying environmental conditions?
3) Preliminary Solutions: Recent research efforts [247]
highlight how perception can be enhanced with IoT and
MAR integration, and ultimately lead to reduced complexity for users and increased operational efficiency. Joint server
assignment and resource management for edge-based MAR
system [248] propose a scheduling algorithm for multi-user
MAR with dependant tasks. Intelligent application placement
between edge and cloud [249] proposes a more efficient
MEC-AR framework. Both these efforts lead to minimizing overall latency and pave the way towards adaptive MAR
systems.
4) Future Research Directions: Immediate transmission of
ultra-low latency data among the eMBB data is proposed to
achieve URLLC. However, MAR traffic exhibits the properties of both eMBB and URLLC. Novel solutions should
be proposed in this regard to support applications with
extreme demands. Considerable research efforts are needed
in applications layer protocols such as advance video coding
mechanisms on high resolution video to save the bandwidth.
Adaptive placement of AR server to yield dynamic architectures based on application changes similar to the one proposed
for 5G network functions [250], is a possible research area
concerning MAR.
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Future Research Directions for 5G MAR.

B. Mobility Management
1) Lessons Learned: The potential growth of MAR application domain facilitated by 5G services require the mobility
support mandatory with the critical service levels. In addition to the applications hosted in general mobile devices,
wearable MAR devices are also expected to connect with
5G directly. Unlike the MAR applications hosted in general
mobile devices, wearable devices could be application specific with optimized hardware and software. As 5G small cells
have reduced cell radius, handover frequency will be high and
proper mobility support will be a crucial design consideration
for future MAR systems.
2) Research Problems:
• How to enable critical service levels (e.g., ultra-low
latency and high data rate) for MAR applications with
mobility support? What novel design changes in handover
procedures are needed?
• What novel solutions are available to support mobility at
high speeds such as MAR systems in connected vehicles?
3) Preliminary Solutions: Distributed mobility management for future 5G networks [251], exploiting the multi-cell
connectivity to support mobility [214], SDN based mobility
management techniques [252] are some of the solutions for 5G
UDN to achieve fast handovers and ensure service continuity.
4) Future Directives: Despite the importance of mobility
support for future MAR, comparably little research has been

done concerning mobility in 5G MAR. Achieving the critical service levels itself is challenging, and mobility adds
further complexity. In a MEC enabled 5G UDN, caching
techniques can be employed to support seamless mobility.
Content caching at multiple nearby MEC servers and executing proper service migration techniques will support service
continuity during mobility. Mobility prediction via Artificial
Intelligence (AI) and machine Learning (ML), slice based
mobility management where the mobility function is handled
by a dedicated optimized network slice, are also possible future
research directions.
C. Energy Management
1) Lessons Learned: As the Wearable MAR device penetration is expected to increase in 5G era, energy efficiency
will become a critical consideration for effective utilization of
the devices. Larger batteries will compromise the form factor
and the user friendliness of the devices whereas lightweight
devices with small batteries may need frequent recharging.
In device optimization of computing resources and processes
(i.e., introducing novel hardware techniques, complex algorithms to manage processes) and computational offloading are
the two major solutions to reduce MAR device energy consumption. Design of application-specific hardware like AR
glasses instead of executing applications in general mobile
devices could also be a solution for specific MAR uses (e.g.,
surgeries in the healthcare domain).
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2) Research Problems:
• How to design algorithms to find the optimum balance between computation and communication processes,
since both processes consume MAR device energy? What
level of in-device processing and what level of offloading
achieves the maximum energy efficiency?
• Video coding is mandatory to ensure efficient bandwidth utilization. What energy efficient coding techniques
should be used in each application to achieve energy
efficiency?
3) Preliminary Solutions: Dynamic offloading and resource
scheduling policies consider the present computing workload,
estimated completion time and current transmission power
of the mobile device [222] to achieve energy efficiency.
These context-aware algorithms can be applied in 5G MAR
to achieve device energy efficiency. Algorithms which consider the transmit power before computational offloading [253]
can also be applied in 5G UDN based MEC environment
due to the availability of multiple MEC servers in the
vicinity.
4) Future Directives: The usage and the operating environment is specific in applications like industrial and healthcare
domain MAR systems. Low power, application-specific hardware and software designs can be employed to reduce the
energy consumption in such use cases. Substantial research
work is needed in designing such devices as they are expected
to establish direct connectivity with 5G. Improvements can
be made to the approaches proposed in [222], [253] by utilizing AI and ML techniques. They can be made adaptive
based on network changes such as channel conditions and
user mobility. Design of novel application-specific lightweight
communication protocols for future 5G MAR to minimize
energy consumption is a potential research topic. Exploiting
the potential for wireless charging on the go [254] into MAR
systems will be a paradigm shift in solving the problem of
limited energy.
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2) Research Problems:
• 5G UDN equipped with MEC may provide multiple
potential servers to offload. What algorithms can be
considered to select the best server to offload?
• In the vicinity of multiple potential servers, is it possible
to offload to multiple servers simultaneously?
• How the offloading decision should be taken with
increased mobility due to the reduced cell radius of 5G
small cells?
• How the offloading process will dynamically adapt based
on channel conditions so that the strict application
requirements are guaranteed?
3) Preliminary Solutions: Research work on multipath
offloading for MAR [224] discusses a multi-server, multiplelinks architecture for offloading to companion devices, edge
and cloud, and proposes an algorithm for task allocation.
Latency aware hybrid edge and cloud offloading [249] makes
use of proximity of MEC in 5G to offload AR processing
to either edge or cloud intelligently. A method to distribute
more data to the path with lower packet loss in multipath
offloading [255] is proposed for better video streaming.
4) Future Directives: Even though computational offloading
is a widely discussed topic among the researchers, utilization of
5G UDN features with MEC is a barely investigated area. With
the drastic changes proposed with 5G (i.e., mmWaves, small
cells, massive MIMO, beamforming), more sophisticated and
evolved network architectures will emerge with more resources
available close to the user. Offloading algorithms [224] can
consider these features and can be improved to enable dynamic
and more sophisticated offloading scenarios suitable for MAR
applications. The adaptive multipath offloading subjected to
packet loss constraint [255] can be applied in MEC enabled
5G UDN based MAR communications, as the users are in the
vicinity of multiple base stations. Design of novel applicationspecific protocols to optimize offloading decisions is also a
possible research direction.
E. Service Migration

D. Service Offloading
1) Lessons Learned: Future MAR requires the processing
of a vast amount of data within strict service levels, while the
user preference is to receive the services via lightweight and
wearable devices. The computing power of such devices will
not be adequate to perform all the processing within the device,
creating the need for computational offloading. It is seen that
very few specific applications (e.g., MAR in a military aircraft)
do not require computational offloading. However, cloud/MEC
offloading is a promising approach by the research community for many MAR applications. Specific applications (e.g.,
MAR based military applications) may not offload due to strict
security measures, compensating other resources like battery
power and cost. Application nature also motivates offloading
to eliminate redundant processing (e.g., MAR based training
where a set of clients execute a similar type of processing).
As MEC enabled 5G UDN deploy base stations in the vicinity
of the users, service offloading while guaranteeing the critical
service levels will be more practical.

1) Lessons Learned: Service migration considering the specific application of MAR is a barely investigated area. Few
research efforts investigate the service migrations in mobile
edge clouds to address the performance degradation issue with
user mobility. With the increased mobility in 5G UDN, service
migration will play a crucial role to ensure service continuity.
With the changes expected in the network architectures in 5G
era enhanced with SDN and NFV technologies, the potential
for improvements in service migration is substantial.
2) Research Problems:
• How to ensure proper service migration for MAR users
with high mobility in MEC enabled 5G UDN?
• What measures can be taken to minimize downtime for
MAR applications which require extremely low latency?
• What novel algorithms should be developed for successful service migration in large scale MEC environments?
3) Preliminary Solutions: Few existing efforts discuss the
solutions for service migration issues concerning user mobility. They are, mobility aware dynamic service placement for
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MEC [233], prioritized service migration for high mobility
users among the ordinary users [256], FMeC [232] that assures
users are always connected to the optimal edge. Iterative service migration [231] transfers memory pages while the service
is running. With the iterative migration, only a small portion
of the in-memory state must be transferred, ensuring minimal
service downtime for MAR applications.
4) Future Directives: Prediction of user mobility in 5G
UDN enabled by the increased base station density will allow
the network to determine the optimal MEC server for the
service migration. AI and ML based predictive algorithms
considering multiple cost elements (e.g., jitter, packet loss,
present workload, throughput) are promising research efforts
to facilitate service migrations in future MAR. Iterative service migration puts an extra burden on the network due
to redundant transmissions. Despite the capability of 5G in
provisioning high bandwidth services, an efficient way of
achieving iterative service migration should be researched. The
distributed architectures in 5G enabled by SDN and NFV
need more emphasis on the security of service migration.
Blockchain based novel security algorithm designs could also
be a potential research direction because the network is more
distributed [257].
F. Security
1) Lessons Learned: MAR security discussions heavily focus on the security implementations of a standalone
system (i.e., within the device) and mostly consider the application level security. Security of a networked MAR system
needs more attention as the future MAR network architectures will be complex. The proposed edge based SECaaS
mechanisms also need substantial improvements and should
be tailored for 5G UDN. User friendly, lightweight wearable
device designs and the complex on-device security algorithms
are conflicting requirements in future MAR. Conversely, cloud
based security algorithms do not guarantee ultra-low latency
service levels. The future service provision over the programmable 5G networks using SDN, NFV, network slicing
and MEC technologies drastically increase the scope for MAR
security. D2D communication among MAR devices in a collaborative environment also needs significant consideration
for security. Implementing adaptive security mechanisms for
complex application environments is discussed, however, the
discussions are limited to securing the visual output.
2) Research Problems:
• What are the potential security threats and their implications at the device, edge and cloud layers for future 5G
networked MAR systems?
• What are the possible security solutions for mitigating
the security threats at each layer?
• How to manage the trade-off between the resources and
the overhead introduced by the security solutions?
• How to develop robust and adaptive security mechanisms
on the run time environment based on varying application
demands?
3) Preliminary Solutions: Adaptive policies to secure visual
output in AR systems using reinforcement learning and Fog

computing is one solution [258]. A drawback of this solution
is the degradation of frame rate. Edge based security solutions
for industrial AR [259], consider the concept of implementing
the security mechanisms outside the device to suit the complex
environments.
4) Future Directives: Seamless migration of services
between edge and cloud is proposed in osmotic computing [260]. Seamless migration of security services can be
done via osmotic computing for the hybrid MAR systems.
The complexity of the security algorithms and the execution cost of such algorithms in an energy constrained device
are two conflicting objectives. However, deploying lightweight
security algorithms at the 5G UDN equipped with MEC is
a potential solution and should be further researched. For
the ultra-low latency use cases, a compromise between additional security and the introduced latency needs to be further
researched. Moreover, instead of having fixed device-level
policies, MEC based security can be made adaptive with AI,
ML and big data analysis. Security of collaborative MAR,
capable of D2D communication, has not been a focus of
the researchers. The complexity of future 5G MAR architectures can be facilitated with Zero touch Network and Service
Management (ZSM) [261] by ETSI, which is a significant initiative towards full automation of networks. Therefore, ZSM
security will also be a key topic and need to be discussed
concerning future MAR. The emergence of quantum computing makes the present security mechanisms vulnerable [262].
Therefore, quantum resistant security for MAR systems should
be researched.
G. Privacy
1) Lessons Learned: The future 5G networked MAR
systems must implement the controls for privacy protection
as the systems are distributed and the attack surface is broad.
In the meantime, the features of SDN, NFV, network slicing in 5G networks can be effectively utilized to implement
more sophisticated privacy protection mechanisms for MAR
systems. The privacy protection approaches can be tailored
based on diverse MAR application requirements using the
SDN. In addition to data privacy, location privacy will also be
trivial as location information is a key in MAR service provision for most outdoor MAR applications. Current discussions
on privacy protection for MAR is limited, but a redesign of
the approaches is needed in future dynamic and distributed 5G
MAR systems. Offloading privacy protection mechanisms to
MEC enabled 5G UDN can be considered as a potential focus
area for emerging MAR systems.
2) Research Problems:
• What new privacy threats are arising and their implications, especially with the complex MAR systems
spanning MEC and cloud in the future?
• How to define privacy protection mechanisms, particularly in the future when a significant part of the processing is offloaded outside the terminal MAR devices?
• How to develop robust and adaptive privacy protection mechanisms on the run time environment based on
varying application demands?
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3) Preliminary Solutions: A system that addresses the privacy issues in MAR for Tele-Assistance applications [263]
considers image privacy. Identified privacy regions are
encrypted using a profile based privacy protection algorithm so that only the users with a valid access profile can
decrypt the image. Privacy solutions specific to edge computing based applications [264] proposes basic privacy building
blocks including differential privacy, paving the way for more
sophisticated and application specific privacy solutions.
4) Future Directives: Future research must focus on considering the privacy-by-design approach during the implementation of 5G MAR systems. Since 5G services are provided
via small cell UDN, the user localization is easy, which jeopardizes the location privacy. More emphasis should be taken to
ensure the location privacy of both the users and bystanders.
The small form factor wearable devices are not easily noticeable for bystanders. Therefore standardization bodies should
impose guidelines on their proper usage (similar to General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)). Exploiting the increased
computational capabilities of the MEC enabled 5G UDN, AI
and ML based complex and adaptive privacy protection mechanisms can be imposed in the future for privacy protection in
MAR.
H. Remaining Challenges and Open Issues (Deployment
Challenges)
1) Reduced Cell Radius of UDN and Higher Blockage
of mmWaves: mmWave propagation exhibits a significantly
larger wireless link propagation loss [265]. This creates the
need for small cell deployments for MAR devices to maintain
Line-Of-Sight (LOS) communication to achieve high bandwidth. mmWave propagation is also susceptible to blockage
effects [265]. Even though small cell deployment is a viable
solution for simple indoor environments [266], it still poses
a considerable challenge in outdoor urban areas due to the
obstructions [267]. While maintaining LOS is difficult in outdoor urban environments, the high base station density in
5G UDN allows the users to have simultaneous connections
to multiple base stations as in Coordinated MultiPoint Joint
Transmission (CoMP-JT) [268]. Due to high dynamic blockages in 5G systems, learning and prediction based blockage
algorithms to predict and remove blockages to ensure priority for LOS links [269] is a viable solution for this problem.
For complex but well known indoor environments such as
factory premises, visual detection based blockage prediction
algorithms [270] is an interesting approach to ensure the
availability of LOS links to the user.
2) Higher Mobility Due to Small Cells: Ensuring higher
bandwidth and low-latency for outdoor MAR users is challenging due to user mobility. Unlike in lower frequency networks,
mmWave UDN comprise a higher number of cells having
reduced cell radius. Intuitively, the handover frequency is
higher in mmWave UDN. Somehow, the user must have at
least one high-quality link and a minimal switching time
between base stations for proper MAR functionality. Multiconnectivity [268] addresses the problem to a certain extent.
One device being connected to multiple base stations and
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the signal transmission and reception via multiple antennas
pave the way for position and orientation tracking [271] of
the device. The current tracking information supplemented
by optional historical data makes it possible to select the
most suitable current base station to serve and next base
stations [272] to handover. This enables faster mobility and
achieves higher beamforming gain, helping MAR users to
maintain higher data rate with low-latency.
3) Need for High Capacity Uplink: MAR applications continuously stream content, requiring high data rates for both
uplink and downlink communications. The current focus of
MNO is to significantly allocate spectrum for downlink data
delivery to maximize spectral efficiency, which does not fit
with future MAR requirements. One possible solution is establishing Local 5G Operators (L5GO) [250], [273] to serve
case-specific and location-specific use cases such as industrial
MAR networks. Since the network itself is tailored to serve
the use case, the uplink capacity problem can be addressed.
However, the uplink data rate challenge still exists for users
with the general mobile device based MAR applications.
Flexible adjustments of uplink and downlink resources enabled
by dynamic Time-Division Duplexing (TDD) with cross-link
interference mitigation [274] is a viable approach for MNOs
to maximize the uplink capacity on-demand with the small
cell deployments. This makes the network responsive based
on the traffic demand in events such as a sudden increase
of MAR users in a particular area. Network slicing enables
the creation of end-to-end logical networks on top of existing
resources to ensure guaranteed QoS. The flexibility of slice
creation can be exploited by MNO to define per application
network slices [275], with dynamic resource scheduling [276]
to achieve automatic and efficient resource optimization. Thus
the uplink capacity can be allocated dynamically based on
application demands.
4) Need for Small Form Factor Devices: Modern and
future MAR requires easy to handle, lightweight and wearable devices, especially for the use of outdoor environments.
The high throughput is achievable with multi-antenna transmissions. Implementing MIMO within small form factor and
limited energy devices is challenging. Techniques in RF
domain such as high-efficiency integrated Complementary
Metal Oxide Semiconductor (CMOS) Power Amplifiers (PA)
are highly desirable for portable devices for improved battery
life, reduced form factor [277]. Co-integrating the miscellaneous components of the RF front end in one Si-CMOScompatible technology [278] such as III-V devices and their
monolithic integration with CMOS circuits [279] is also
proposed for mmWaves to design small form factor devices
in 5G.
5) Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML)
for MAR: AI and ML techniques have been extensively discussed with 5G and beyond 5G networks [280] and researched
in various application domains including speech recognition,
image classification, image recognition. While 5G envisions
a network with edge intelligence [281], there is a vast potential in bridging AI and MAR to create a rich and intuitive
MAR experience. AI/ML techniques can be implemented in
various image processing stages to identify features with
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better accuracy to complement the AR operation. Integrating
AI-based voice recognition techniques into wearable MAR
devices could be efficient under noisy conditions in diverse
outdoor environments. The computing resources available at
the MEC enabled 5G UDN coupled with communication
efficient edge AI algorithms [282], will allow the execution
of complex AI-based algorithms, facilitating edge based and
hybrid MAR architectures.
VII. C ONCLUSION
The future MAR applications will bring an added value
to numerous application domains by enhancing the quality
of user experience and well-being of the sophisticated next
generation society. The extreme versatile demands of such
applications should be supported by different network formulations, such as cloud based, edge based, localized and hybrid
architectures. Extremely high bandwidth, ultra-low latency and
massive connectivity offered by future 5G systems envision a
promising future for MAR applications along with the complimenting technology MEC. Throughout the paper, we have
discussed the coexistence and significance of MAR applications under the patronage of 5G MEC technology. We have
presented an extensive literature survey highlighting how 5G
and MEC are advocating future MAR applications to overcome the current technological barriers. Zero touch networking
technologies and high precision computation capabilities are
getting the attraction of numerous future MAR applications.
However, plenty of technological aspects remaining to be
addressed in the computation and communication technologies
to reach the envisioned future promised by MAR.
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